An Opportunity For Audio
With more online meetings,
conferences and presentations due to
COVID-19, it’s now easier than ever to
create podcast content.
We’ll help you convert your audio into a
suite of podcast episodes, so you get to
create the podcast content you’ve been
meaning to; from the content you’re
already presenting #winwin
We've put together this simple to follow
and easy instructions to help you
ensure you record the best quality audio
to take full advantage of this new
opportunity.
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TURNING YOUR AUDIO
INTO A PODCAST

HOW TO TURN ONLINE MEETINGS INTO
PODCASTS
Before You Start
Not all audio will be suitable to use for podcast content. We’re not
advocating the creation of a podcast to tick a box.
Here’s a quick checklist to consider if your audio will be suitable:
It doesn’t require visual information to make sense
The audio follows a story arc that’s easy for listeners to follow (prior
knowledge optional)
The content delivers value or entertainment to your audience

Recording Tips
Let’s be honest, if you’re working from home, you’re probably in your
kitchen or living room, not in a professional studio. This presents problems
like echo, external noises and internet dropouts.

Tips to improve audio:
• Maximise soft furnishings: curtains, carpet, sheets hung up etc to reduce
echo.
• Use the ethernet cable from your internet modem directly to your
computer (if possible) to ensure the strongest connection and prevent
dropouts during your meetings.
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Option #1

RECORDING THROUGH YOUR APP
The simplest process to record your meetings is to record directly
from the video meeting application. Skype and Zoom both have
options to record your meeting using their built-in recorder.

Potential Issue:
Recording using the meeting app exposes you to potential internet
connection issues and limits audio to the quality of your computer’s
built-in microphone.

Option #2

SMARTPHONE RECORDING
Using your smartphone paired with a recording app is a great way to
improve on the quality of your computer’s recording.
We recommend: Voice Record Pro for iOS or RecForge II on Android.

Tips for recording:
• Test your process - make sure you can transfer audio from phone
to your computer.
• When recording, ideally use a phone tripod to hold the phone.
• Pro tip: ensure you have enough free space for audio recordings.
Backup previous recordings once completed. Google Drive and
Apple iCloud offer limited free backup services.
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Option #3

DIGITAL RECORDER
For an even more professional audio quality, use a
Digital Recorder like a ZOOM Recorder. You can
either use the inbuilt microphones on the Zoom
Recorder or combine it with a professional
microphone.

Option #4

MICROPHONE
Microphone To Use With A Digital Recorder:
The RODE PODMIC has a great studio sound quality. It
costs a little more than the ATR2100, but claims to be
better for podcasting in any space. A premium option is
the SHURE SM7b.

Microphone To Plug Into Your Computer:
The Audio Technica 2100 is a great starter microphone.
They feature a USB cable so you can plug them into a
computer for your online meeting, or you can use an
XLR cable to plug them into a Digital Recorder. They
also have an input for your headphones directly into the
base of the mic so you can hear how you sound.
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EDITING YOUR AUDIO

Once you have recorded the audio from your presentation
or webinar, to create your own podcast episode, you can
use free programs like Audacity and Garageband to edit
audio, add an introduction and end credits.

If this isn't something you have the time or
ability to do, we can help.
At Narrative Marketing we take your audio files and convert
them into a polished podcast episode - we can even upload
it to your chosen podcast host! Contact us today to find out
how we can help.

Amelia Veale
0417 830 334 // 08 8370 1506
amelia@narrativemarketing.com.au
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WE CAN HELP

